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INTRODUCTION
 . 2 2  .Let F s, t s X s q 2 X st q X t 1 F i F 3 be a collection of bi-i i0 i1 i2
nary quadratic forms with indeterminate coefficients over a field k and let
w xR s k X . The aim of this paper is to compute the cohomo-i, j 1F iF 3, 0 F jF 2
logical dimension of the ideal I ; R generated by the following Sylvester
 .  .  .  .resultants: Res F , F , Res F , F , Res F , F , and Res F q F , F .1 2 1 3 2 3 1 2 3
The closed points of the affine variety defined by I correspond to
coefficients of the three forms having a common zero. Thus, in the
w x terminology of L1 , I is a resultant system for F , F , and F compare1 2 3
w x.with Theorem 1.b in L1 . In general, if F , . . . , F are binary forms of1 s
degrees d G d G ??? G d , one can show that a resultant system is1 2 s
s  .  w x.generated by at least 1 q  1 q d elements Theorem 1 in L1 andts3 t
one would like to know if this lower bound is sharp.
In our case, where s s 3 and d s d s d s 2, the question is whether1 2 3
4 .I can be generated by three elements. This would imply that H R s 0I
and this is the motivation behind the main result of this paper.
4 .It turns out that it is possible to show that H R s 0 working in theI
 .subring of joint invariants of G s GL 2, k acting on R via change of
 .variables in s, t . This calculation is based on some recent results by
Lyubeznik on F-modules, which include an algorithm for deciding whether
local cohomology modules over regular rings of prime characteristic p
vanish. To the best of the author's knowledge, Theorem 9 in this paper is
the first application of this algorithm. Yan has recently produced a
4 . w xtopological argument showing that H R vanishes in characteristic 0 Y .I
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The first section of this article will describe all the joint invariants of
 4F , i.e., all the one-dimensional G-subspaces of R. The secondi 1F iF n
section will briefly quote some results from the theory of F-modules. The
4 .third section will show that H R s 0.I
THE UMBRAL OPERATOR
In this section we will introduce the umbral operator associated with a
 .  .fixed set of n binary forms F s, t , . . . , F s, t and later specialize it to the1 n
case of quadratic forms to produce all the joint invariants of R and a
simple description of their relations. In this section we will follow the
w xnotation and terminology of KR .
With each of the forms F associate an infinite alphabet A and seti i
A s A j ??? j A , where the A 's are pairwise disjoint. A symbol a g A1 n i
is said to belong to F if a g A . With each symbol a we associate a pairi i
of variables a , a , and we define the umbral space to be the polynomial1 2
w xring k a , a .1 2 a g A
DEFINITION 1. The umbral operator is a linear functional U on the
umbral space defined as follows:
d d j dyj .  .  .1 If a g A belongs to F s, t s  a s t , then we defineji i js0 j
U N a ja dy j s a . :1 2 j
 .2 For any a g A we definei
 r s:U N a a s 0 if r q s / deg F .1 2 i
 . w x3 For any monomial m in the umbral space k a , a , write1 2 a g A
r s  :  r s:m s  a a and let U N m s  U N a a .a g A 1 2 a g A 1 2
 .4 The operator U extends by k-linearity to the entire umbral space.
w xFor a , b g A we define the bracket ab to be a b y a b in the1 2 2 1
umbral space. Our interest in the umbral operator stems from the follow-
ing:
w xTHEOREM 2 KR . If k has characteristic zero, then e¨ery joint in¨ariant of
 .  .F s, t , . . . , F s, t is the image under U of a bracket polynomial.1 n
From now on we restrict our attention to the case where the forms
 .  .F s, t , . . . , F s, t have degree 2.1 n
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Let B be the image under U ofi , . . . ,i1 n
w x w x w x w xa a a a ??? a a a a ,1 2 2 3 ny1 n n 1
where a g A and a / a for i / j.j i i jj
w x GTHEOREM 3 GY, Sect. 139 . The ring of joint in¨ariants R is generated
by B for 1 F i F j F 3 and B . The only syzygy among these generators isi j 123
2 B2 s B B B y B B2 y B B2 y B B2 q 2 B B B .123 11 22 33 33 12 22 13 11 23 12 13 23
F-MODULES
The following is a brief summary of some definitions and results from
the theory of F-modules which will be used in the next section. Through-
out this section R is a regular ring of prime characteristic p, and F is the
Frobenius functor on R-modules.
 .DEFINITION 4. An F-module is a pair M , u where M is an R-module
u  .  .and M ª F M is an isomorphism. An F-module M , u is F-finite if M
is the direct limit of the top row in the following commutative diagram:
 . 2 .b F b F b26 6 6 .  .M F M F M ???
6 6 6
2 .b  .F b F b
2 3 .  .  .F b F b F b2 36 6 6 .  .  .F M F M F M ???
 .where M is a finitely generated R-module, b : M ª F M is an R-module
 .homomorphism, and the isomorphism u : M ª F M is induced by the
b
 .vertical arrows in this diagram. The map M ª F M is called a generating
 .morphism for M , u .
 . i .For any ideal I s r , . . . , r ; R and any i G 0, H R is F-finite with1 n I
generating morphism
 . py1r ? ??? ?r1 ni i p p6H r , . . . , r ; R H r , . . . , r ; R , .  .1 n 1 n
i w xwhere H denotes the ith Koszul cohomology module L2, Examples 1.2 .
A straightforward modification of the proof of Theorem 2.1 and Corol-
w xlary 2.3 in HS yields the following:
THEOREM 5. Let M be an F-finite module with generating morphism
b
 .  .  .M ª F M . Then Ass M ; Ass M .
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w xWe also quote Remark 2.4 from L2 :
THEOREM 6. Let M be an F-finite module with generating morphism
b
e e .  .  .M ª F M . Then M s 0 if and only if F b : M ª F M is zero for some
e ) 0.
 . py1r ? ??? ?r1 nn n p p6 .  .Notice that the map H r , . . . , r ; R H r , . . . , r ; R is1 n 1 n
 . py1r ? ??? ?r1 n p p6 .  .isomorphic to Rr r , . . . , r Rr r , . . . , r . Therefore, as an1 n 1 n
n  . immediate corollary we have H R s 0 if and only if r ? ??? ? r , . . . ,r .R 11 n
.ky1  k k .r g r , . . . , r for some k G 2.n 1 n
We also notice that if c : S ª R is a ring homomorphism mapping s toi
n  . n  .r for 1 F i F n and if H S s 0, then H R s 0.i  s , . . . ,s .S  r , . . . ,r .R1 n 1 n
4 .THE CALCULATION OF H RI
We now deal with the case where we have three quadratic forms
 . 2 2  . w xF s, t s X s q 2 X st q X t i s 1, 2, 3 and we define I ; k X toi i1 i2 i3 i j
 .  .be the ideal generated by r s Res F , F , r s Res F , F , r s1 1 2 2 1 3 3
 .  .Res F , F , and r s Res F q F , F .2 3 4 1 2 3
A straightforward calculation shows that
Res F , F s B2 y B B , .1 2 12 11 22
Res F , F s B2 y B B , .1 3 13 11 33
Res F , F s B2 y B B , .1 2 23 22 33
1 Res F q F , F y Res F , F y Res F , F s B B y B B . .  .  . .1 2 3 1 3 1 2 23 13 12 332
We fix S to be the subring of RG generated by the six invariants of
degree 2. By Theorem 4, this is a polynomial ring. Let m ; S be the
maximal ideal of S generated by its variables.
Notice that the automorphism f of S mapping
B ¬ B , B ¬ B , B ¬ B , B ¬ B11 22 13 23 22 11 23 13
 .and fixing B , B satisfies f I s I.12 33
 4 ..  4LEMMA 7. Supp H S ; m .I
Proof. It is enough to show that if B is any of the variables of S, then
4 .H S s 0.I B
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Assume we localized at B . Let J be the ideal generated by B2 y B B11 12 11 22
and B2 y B B in S . Working modulo J, one has13 11 33 B11
B B B B12 13 12 13
r ' B y B q3 23 23 /  /B B11 11
and
B B12 13
r ' B B y .4 13 23 /B11
Therefore I is generated by r , r , aa , and aB where1 2 13
B B B B12 13 12 13
a s B y , a s B q .23 23 /  /B B11 11
 .Now a g a , B . Therefore,13
2 2 3 3
aa aB g aa , aB S .  .  .  . .13 13 B11
4 .and by the remarks following Theorem 6 we may deduce that H S s 0.I B11
Using the automorphism f described above, we immediately see that
4 .H S s 0 as well.I B22
If we invert either B or B , then, modulo the ideal generated by r12 13 1
and r in this localization, the image of B is invertible, and we may apply2 11
4 . 4 .the previous argument to show that H S s H S s 0. SinceI B I B12 13
 . 4 .f B s B we also have H S s 0.13 23 I B23
Assume we invert B and let J be the ideal generated by r and r in33 2 3
S . Working modulo J, we haveB33
B B B B13 23 13 23
r ' B y B q ,1 12 12 /  /B B33 33
which is divisible by
r B B4 13 23s y B y12 /B B33 33
4 .and therefore H S s 0.I B33
LEMMA 8.
 .  2 2 . .1 The ideal C s B , B , r S: r is generated by12 13 3 S 4
B2 , B2 , r , B B , B B q B B , B B q B B .12 13 3 12 13 12 23 13 22 12 33 13 23
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 .2 For any relation
b 0B2 q b 0B2 q b 0 r q b 0 r s 0,1 12 2 13 3 3 4 4
we ha¨e
b 0B q b 0B g r , r , r , r S. .1 22 2 33 1 2 3 4
 .3 B is not a zero di¨ isor in SrI.11
Proof.
 .  2 2 .  .1 Notice that the ideal B , B , r S is primary to B , B , r S.12 13 3 12 13 3
 .Therefore, C ; B , B , r S. To find the generators of C modulo12 13 3
 2 2 .B , B , r S, for any b g C write b s AB q BB . We have12 13 3 12 13
b r s yAB2 B q BB2 B q AB B B y BB B B4 12 33 13 23 12 13 23 12 13 33
 .  2 2 .and b g C iff B B AB y BB g B , B , r S which is equivalent12 13 23 33 12 13 3
 .to AB y BB g B , B , r S since B , B , r form a regular se-23 33 12 13 3 12 13 3
quence in S. Taking images modulo B and B , we have AB y BB g12 13 23 33
2 2 .  .B y B B S but the relations on B , yB , and B y B B23 22 33 23 33 23 22 33
2  .  .modulo B y B B are generated by B , B , 0 and B , B , y1 .23 22 33 33 23 23 22
Lifting back to S, we get
b s AB q BB12 13
g B2 , B2 , B B , B B q B B , B B q B B S. .12 13 12 13 12 23 13 22 12 33 13 23
 . 2 22 We first notice that B , B , and r form a regular sequence in12 13 3
0  2 2 .S and if one can express b r g B , B , r in two different ways, the4 4 12 13 3
coefficients of these two expressions differ by trivial relations on B2 , B2 ,12 13
and r . For these trivial relations we have3
B2 B y B2 B s B r y B r g r , r , r , r .13 22 12 33 22 2 33 1 1 2 3 4
 .and, for course, r B , r B g r , r , r , r . Therefore, we may assume3 22 3 33 1 2 3 4
0  2 2 . 0that b is among the generators of B , B , r : r and for this b we4 12 13 3 S 4 4
0  2 2 .may take any set of coefficients giving b r g B , B , r S. This is4 4 12 13 3
trivial for the first three generators, as listed in the first part of the lemma,
and for the last three we have
B B r s yB B B2 q B B B2 ,12 13 4 33 13 12 12 23 13
B B q B B r s yB2 B2 q B2 B2 ,12 33 13 23 4 33 12 23 13
B B q B B r s yB B B2 q B B B2 q B B r ,12 23 13 22 4 33 23 12 22 23 13 12 13 3
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and
yB B B q B B B s B r y B r ,33 13 22 12 23 33 13 3 13 4
y B2 B q B2 B s B r ,33 22 23 33 33 3
y B B B q B B B s 0.33 23 22 22 23 33
 . 0 13 For any s g S write s s s q s B where, thinking of S as a11
polynomial ring in B , the degree of s0 is zero, i.e., the variable B does11 11
not appear in s0.
Assume that for some a , b , b , b , b g S we have1 2 3 4
aB s b r q b r q b r q b r .11 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4
We can write
4
0 0 1 0 2 0 2 0 0a q b B q b B y b r B s b B q b B q b r q b r .1 22 2 33 i i 11 1 12 2 13 3 3 4 4 /
is1
Comparing degrees in B of both sides, we see that11
4
0 0 1a q b B q b B y b r s 01 22 2 33 i i
is1
and
b 0B2 q b 0B2 q b 0 r q b 0 r s 0.1 12 2 13 3 3 4 4
Using the second part of this lemma, we can deduce that b 0B q1 22
0  .  .b B g r , r , r , r S and hence a g r , r , r , r S.2 33 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
4 .THEOREM 9. If k has positi¨ e characteristic p / 2, then H R s 0.I
4 . 4 .Proof. It is enough to show that H S s 0. Assume that H S / 0.I I
 4 ..  4By Lemma 7, Supp H S s m . On the other hand, Lemma 8 showsI  . py1r r r r1 2 3 4 6  .that m is not an associated prime of SrI and since SrI F SrI
4 .is a generating morphism for the F-finite module H S , Theorem 5I
4 .implies that m is not an associated prime of H S , contradicting ourI
assumption.
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